Biological membranes combine high permeability with high selectivity, a feature that is challenging to replicate in synthetic systems. This is due to the presence of specialized proteins such as the water channel protein, aquaporin, present in biological membranes. Current artificial analogs of aquaporins, carbon nanotubes (CNTs), are challenging to synthesize in sub nanometer dimensions and difficult to align in membrane systems. There has been interest in artificial water channels that can be created using synthetic chemistry. In this talk I will discuss results from a new architecture of artificial water channels, peptide-appended-pillar[n]arenes (PAPs). The average single channel osmotic permeability for PAPs is \(1.0(\pm 0.3) \times 10^{14}\) cm\(^3\)/s or \(3.5(\pm 1.0) \times 10^8\) H\(_2\)O molecules/s, which is within the range of biological water channels aquaporins (3.4~40.3 \times 10^8 H\(_2\)O molecules/s) and CNTs (9.0 \times 10^8 H\(_2\)O molecules/s). This is orders of magnitude improvement over first-generation artificial water channels reported before. PAP channels combine and improve upon the advantages of protein channels and CNTs through their relatively simple synthesis, chemical stability, simple alignment in membranes and efficient cross-sectional area (~33% effective pore area/channel vs ~0.8% for aquaporins and ~68% for CNTs(12,12)). The ability to chemically modify the versatile chemical architecture of the pillar[5]arene channels shows promise for further improving water permeability and selectivity.
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